B2

The Importance of Television

LIU021

Read the text about the impact television has on our lives. Some of the lines are
correct. Some have a word that shouldn’t be there. Write this word in the box next to
the line. If the line is correct put a tick (✓) in the box. The first two lines have been
done for you.

1

Television has a big impact on how we spend our spare

✓

2

time. It usually affects younger people more than does

does

3

adults because they tend spend more time in front of the

4

TV set. While critics say that television is destroying family

5

life because we lack the time for communicating with

6

other than family members.

7

Television often shows us a world that is not being real. It

8

wants us to think that the world is more violent people

9

than it actually is. TV gives us a glimpse into the world

10 of glamorous people and celebrities and persuades for
11 us to think that they are better off than we even are.
12 However, there are many positive aspects to watching
13 television. Such documentaries and infotainment programs
14 give us a better understanding of our nature environment.
15 It also has a huge impact on politics. In the election years
16 parties often buy off television time to present the view of
17 candidates and bring their ideas to show a wide audience.
18 Sports attract the largest TV world audiences. Networks
19 pay to enormous sums of money to broadcast events
20 like the Super Bowl, the Olympic Games or the football
21 World Cup. Many sports have been gained worldwide
22 popularity because of television.
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KEY

1

Television has a big impact on how we spend our spare

✓

2

time. It usually affects younger people more than does

does

3

adults because they tend spend more time in front of the

tend

4

TV set. While critics say that television is destroying family

while

5

life because we lack the time for communicating with

6

other than family members.

than

7

Television often shows us a world that is not being real. It

being

8

wants us to think that the world is more violent people

people

9

than it actually is. TV gives us a glimpse into the world

✓

10 of glamorous people and celebrities and persuades for
11 us to think that they are better off than we even are.
12 However, there are many positive aspects to watching

✓

for
even
✓

13 television. Such documentaries and infotainment programs

such

14 give us a better understanding of our nature environment.

nature

15 It also has a huge impact on politics. In the election years

the

16 parties often buy off television time to present the view of

off

17 candidates and bring their ideas to show a wide audience.

show

18 Sports attract the largest TV world audiences. Networks

world

19 pay to enormous sums of money to broadcast events

to

20 like the Super Bowl, the Olympic Games or the football

✓

21 World Cup. Many sports have been gained worldwide

been

22 popularity because of television.

✓
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